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Shpalernaya st, 11 call: +7 (812) 719 61 07

+7 (812) 719 72 98

Ginza Project Holding consists of 29 projects in the sphere of restaurant and entertainment business
which belong to several different price segments and formats. The company has been working on restaurants’ development and management since 2003.
Ginza Project Holding this is 23 conceptual restaurants in Moscow, St-Petersburg and New York City –
Ginza, Terrassa, Begemot, Tsar, MariVanna (St-Petersburg, Moscow, New York), Mamaliga, Francesco,
Charlottecafe, Jelsomino Café (St-Petersburg and Moscow), Na Rechke, Volga Volga, Black Berry,
Mama Tao, Prado Café, Vasanta, Pikkolino, Ded Pikhto, Pivo Vodi, Balkon, art shop Lavka Hudozhnika,
Sorry, Babushka, Los Dados (New York), flower boutique Cvetochny Domik. Besides that in 2005 holding
started developing a chain of middle-price Japanese restaurants Japosha. Currently there are 17 branches of
Japosha in Moscow, St-Petersburg, Rostov and Samara. Catering services for VIP-boxes in Mikhailovsky
theatre and Ginza Project Catering should be mentioned as well.

www.ginzaproject.ru

Ginza Project Office address: St-Petersburg, Shpalernaya Street, 11
Telephone/Fax +7 (812) 719 61 07, www.ginzaproject.ru
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Saint-Petersburg
Aptekarsky pr., 16
tel. +7 (812) 324 70 94
Open from 13:00 till the last guests
Cards accepted MC, Visa
www.restoran-ginza.ru

The restaurant is considered to be a deserving example of European vision of traditional Japanese cuisine.
Highest qualification chefs invited from Moscow work in here.
Their talents added to constant quality control over products let us claim that Ginza is a restaurant with the
most delicious dishes in the whole St Petersburg. Rolls, sushi and sashimi are the best in here!
Ginza is known not only for its high-quality cuisine, excellent service and gastronomic evenings, but also for
hot parties which always appear to be significant events in Petersburg. Here come the most beautiful, famous
and rich people in the city.
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Saint-Petersburg
Sadovaya st., 12
Open from 08:00 till the last guests
tel. +7 (812) 640 19 00
Cards accepted MC, Visa, Maestro
www.tsar-project.ru

The «Tsar» restaurant offers to its guests both novelties and the recipes traditional for the tsar’s cuisine of the
Russian state.
Familiarizing with the menu, the guests unwillingly undertake a trip back to the 19-20-th centuries, where
the everyday emperor’s table was served with astonishing and rare from today’s point of view courses of
meal. Today, just like 100 -200 years ago guests will be able to taste the meals which was served in the lavish
emperor’s reception events.
Like in all eateries of the holding, the wine card here is perfectly designed by Denis Mikhailov – the professional chief sommelier of the holding.
Careful choice of meals, specially trained personnel, informal and at the same time luxurious atmosphere –
this is what the guests of the new Ginza Project holding restaurant might enjoy!
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Saint-Petersburg,
Poltavskaya st., 5/29
tel. +7 (812) 703 57 96
Moscow,
Petrovka st., 1
tel. +7 (495) 506 85 06
Cards accepted MC, Maestro, Visa,
EC, AmEx
www.jelsominocafe.ru

Jelsomino Cafe is the first luxury place in St Petersburg with the high-quality caraoke – equipment.
Songs in special arrangements, professional sound-producer and the best back – singers – every performer
surely will feel like a star of Jelsomino Cafe.2008 winter Jelsomino was opened in Moscow as well.
All celebrities party here!
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Saint-Petersburg
Moscow
New-York
Open from 13:00 till 01:00
Cards accepted MC, Visa,
Maestro
www.marivanna.ru

No one unwanted. Mari Vanna is a restaurant to come at any time, meet some best frends and feel like home.
Name and address are confided over the phone only to a small group of people. All the guests get a special
door key to come in. Solicitous hostess Maria Ivanovna is always bustling about the kitchen. She puts her
soul into preparing home meal courses as the guests were her own grandchildren.
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Saint-Petersburg
Kazanskaya st,. 3
tel. +7 (812) 937 68 37
Open from 11:00 till the last guests.
Cards accepted MC, Visa, Maestro
www.terrassa.ru

Panoramic restaurant terassa is located on the roof of one of the tallest buildings in the city’s historic center
with gorgeous view at Nevsky prospect and Kazansky Cathedral. The courses on the menu will please the
most demanding tastes. Various cousines from all over the world are represented here: American, French,
Italian, Thai, Chinese, Japanese best hits and other trends, besides visitors can taste delicious French deserts.
Restaurant uniqueness is compounded of absolute openness of its cookery and huge open terrace about 350
square meters, the place can accommodate 400 guests at once.
And all that is in the very heart of Saint-Petersburg.
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Saint-Petersburg
Suvorovsky pr., 47
tel. +7 (812) 275 05 52
Open from 12:00 till the last guests
Cards accepted MC, Visa, Maestro
www.ginzaproject.ru

The Italian restaurant Francesco – the first joint project of holding Ginza Project and victualer Arcady Novikov
(«Novikov Grup»). Warm atmosphere in Francesco – a soul of the restaurant. This institution reminds a cosy
drawing room where all relatives and friends of the family gather. Francesco is first of all the big hospitable
house with the traditions. Interior Francesco is executed by design studio Instudio (Moscow).
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Saint-Petersburg
Sadovaya st., 12
Tel. +7 (812) 925 40 00
Open from 12:00 till thу last guests
Cards accepted MC, Visa,
Maestro, EC, AmEx
www.ginzaproject.ru

To identify the style of bar «Begemot» one might use the expression «creative vantage». It is an extravagant
mix of old-fashioned items and audacious, top-modern designs filled with special aura and spirit.
The place is open for its guests as a lively city café during a day, and as a unique place for meeting friends,
hot parties, and high-society routs. Delicious cuisine and cozy atmosphere combined with an extraordinary
rich cultural agenda make «Begemot» a desirable place in mega polis.
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Saint-Petersburg
Mooring on Petrograd quay
tel. +7 (812) 900 83 38
Open daily from 12:00 till
the last guest
Cards MC, Visa, Maestro, EC,
AmEx are accepted
www.ginzaproject.ru

Volga Volga is the first real floating restaurant in St-Petersburg. Specially for this project the motor ship
«Dunaevsky» has been reconstructed and redesigned. The kitchen has been equipped with the most
advanced devices.
Traditionally the general space is devided into zones: wardrobe, bar, main hall with comfortable furniture,
VIP-zone, and several halls for special occasions. The unique restaurant is going to please its guests with
delicious cuisine, great atmosphere and mobility.
Volga Volga will be running the Neva River back and forth, rejoicing guests with splendid views of St-Petersburg.
The image of the restaurant will be completed with the newly renovated authentic soviets-era automobile
Volga, which is available at any time for our guests to transit them to the right birth.
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Saint-Petersburg
Olgina st., 8
tel. +7(812) 230 03 47
Open from 12:00 till 01:00
Cards MC, Visa, Maestro
are accepted
www.ginzaproject.ru

It is not a secret that the best place for vacation is the one on the country side with a view on water. Summer,
fresh breeze, cozy restaurant with open verandah on the river-side and delicious cuisine – what might be more
desirable on those hot days?
In June 2009 a new restaurant of Ginza Project holding called «Na Rechke» opened its doors to dear guests. The
place is located on Krestovsky Island.
«Na Rechke» is full of light, stylish restaurant with a relaxed atmosphere of suburban comfort, nice music and
design. It’s created for bringing pleasure to our guests via great cuisine and fantastic water view. The restaurant
is ready to welcome up to 250 guests at a time. Now there is no need to leave the city in search for suburban
delights–its all on Krestovsky Island, address – «Na Rechke».
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Saint-Petersburg
Engelsa Avenue, 27
tel. +7 (812) 305 33 99
Open from 10:00 till 23:00
www.mamaliga-mamaliga.com

«Mamaliga» Restaurant represents a real Caucasian cuisine in modern performance – old traditions, new
technologies, southern hospitality – cozy and tasty!
Here one can find so familiar and beloved Caucasian courses, up-to-date interior design and presentation of dishes.
In «Mamaliga» there is a real clay oven traditional for baking fresh home-made pita. There is a huge mangal
(diverted sort of Barbecue grill in Georgia). The guests of «Mamaliga» feel like they are welcomed to the cordial Georgian family with old-fashioned traditions and original taste.
The secret for success of «Mamaliga» is compounded of 3 elements- tasty, modern, democratic, also only fresh
ingredients combined with cook’s kindliness and natural hospitality.
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Saint-Petersburg
2 Kazanskaya st.
tel. +7 (812) 571 82 87
Cards accepted MC, Visa, Maestro
Open from 12: 00 till the last guests
www.ginzaproject.ru

Two stars of culinary art are cooking for the guests of the «Charlottecafe»: a young chef from Moscow and
a chef from the USA. The menu offers the most popular dishes of European, Italian, Russian and Asian cuisines:
from the classic «Caesar» to already traditional sandwiches.
The dessert menu is worth particular mentioning: it was specially composed for the «Charlottecafe» by professional Serbian confectioners.
There is a on-site supermarket in the cafe. Guests are able to buy Italian delicacies: cheese, sausage, bread, spices, oil,
salad dressings, jam, pasta, wine and coffee.
The interior of the «Charlottecafe» is a harmonious fusion of several styles. The cosy atmosphere of the ingenious
city café is enhanced by the panoramic windows overlooking the Kazansky Cathedral.
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Saint-Petersburg
Moscow
Samara
Rostov-na-Dony
www.yaposha.соm

In June 2005 the first of a land-cafe network in Petersburg has opened. For the visitors who are not ready
to 100 % Japanese cuisine the special program of «antisushi» is thought up, dishes Russian and other kitchens
adjoin in the menu along with the traditional Japanese. «Yaposha» appreciates the visitors – a convenient
arrangement, a comfortable and attractive interior, ideal service and the main, various, tasty menu.
For today there are 34 land-cafes in Moscow and Petersburg, one institution in Samara and Rostov.
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Moscow,
Slavyanskaya sq., 2\1
tel. +7 (495) 788 06 15
Open from 12:00 till 06:00
www.sorrybabushka.ru

You won’t reproach the target audience of «SORRY, BABUSHKA» with conservatism. Its considerable part is
made by the students of the Moscow high schools, beginning career young men, foreigners constantly working
in Moscow, and as those who irrespective of age, most of all appreciates in itself and others spirit of enthusiasm
and recklessness. This public, in a combination to cult characters «out of age» also became the basic sight, has
generated in club atmosphere forever young.
The theme of an eternal youth is warmed up by musical design. In club hits of last years – at times, in original
execution sound. «SORRY, BABUSHKA» is an original sight at Russian style eyes of the king of pop art of
Andy Warhol.
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Moscow,
Slavianskaya Street, 2
tel. +7 (495) 784 69 69
Open from 12:00 till the last guests
Cards accepted MC, Visa, Maestro
www.prado-cafe.ru

The principal audience is compounded of socially active and financially independent people who appreciate
luxury and new fashion trends. In order to get inside in the evening it’s absolutely necessary to have a table
reserved – Moscow Bomonde evidently fancies this restaurant a lot. Guests come here not only for delicious
meal courses but for some kind of nice pre-party entertainment as well.
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Moscow,
Piatnickaya st., 56
tel. +7 (495) 953 42 49
www.ginzaproject.ru

Holding’s project –«Mama Tao» – is an absolutely democratic restaurant with delicious Chinese cuisine, adapted
ideally to the European tastes and realities. The restaurant is supervised by a top chef of one of the most expensive restaurant in Moscow.
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Moscow
Academic Sakharov Avenue, 10
tel.: +7(495) 926 16 40
+7(495) 926 16 45
Open from 13:00 till the last guests
Cards accepted MC, Visa
www.ginzaproject.ru

«BlackBerry» is the only restaurant in Moscow city where brunch is not only late lunch with a glass of wine but
a conception element which is becoming customary and pleasant life-style.
The design of the restaurant was created by a young and talented architect Vera Tatarinova. The interior represents a nice combination of old Province style and urban comfort. There is no distinct line between beauty and
functionality, private and public space. On the first floor concerts and Dj sets are held. The menu offers courses
of various world cuisines: traditional, European, Japanese, author’s gastronomic performances.
«BlackBerry» has got a unique offer to its visitors – «beverage wall» with unlimited variety of juices, where
guests might fill their glasses themselves. The main principal of BackBerry café is an original presentation and
no limitations in choice of dishes.
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Moscow,
Sretenka st., 26/1
tel. +7 (495) 607 14 91
Open from 12:00 till
the last guests
www.pivovodi.com

In a far Soviet period on boundless open spaces of our country in labyrinths of cityLanes, on distant suburbs and
railway substations there were oases of alternative rest, the centres of original culture under the BEER-WATER
name. They were presented to people by time of great fulfillments.It then also has taken away them...It is impossible to agree with it. As it is known, on water presence judge signs of a life, And on presence in a beer life –
about presence at it of pleasure and happiness. So to be beer and to waters - to be! And let all will be much more,
than was, with good snack and under beautiful music!More closely numbers, BEER-WATER!
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New York
73 Gansevoort Street,
646 467-8274
www.losdadosmexican.com

The restaurant located in one of the most fashionable spot in the world – Meatpacking District (MPD),
Manhattan, Gansevoort Street. That’s a popular destination to come to for luxury shopping, cafes, art-galleries,
also its famous for vigorous night life. Los Dados interior is a sharp combination of modern trends in design
and Mexican coloring. The place looks very stylish; it has got some Mexican elements in decoration but generally it’s very modern and fashionable. Restaurant offers a very unique version of Mexican cuisine. In order
to develop a menu the Chief of Los Dados traveled through the whole Mexico gathering the best and most
unique recipes. After some adaptation they were included in the menu. The top-level American restaurant
business and gastronomy magazine has highly evaluated Los Dados and included it in top-10 list of new best
Mexican restaurant in the United States.
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Saint-Petersburg
Karavannya, 12
Open from 10:00 till 21:00 pm
tel. +7 (812) 571 52 83
Cards accepted MC, Visa3
www.ginzaproject.ru

Ginza Project Holding is known for its outstanding restaurants and clubs. Among its unique and successful
masterpieces there is another one – Cvetochny Domick Ginza (Flower House). This is the place for those who
truly value natural beauty and elegance. In Cvetochny Domic the florists will fulfill the most peculiar orders of yours.
Wedding, flirty, delicate, charming, wonderful floristic compositions, flower baskets and grand bouquets with
designer’s touch, finished with Swarovsky crystals and beads.
In Ginza’s flower house you could not only choose one of the ready-mades or pick up your own composition but
purchase souvenirs and handy-crafted Russian and foreign designers toys which bring pleasure and joy to your
dearest.
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tel. +7 (812) 715 37 37
www.ginzaproject.ru

Ginza Project at the current moment is considered to be one of the most successful and steady developing
restaurant holdings in Russia.
In 2007 it was joined by a new branch – Ginza Project Catering.
The catering service absorbed the best traditions from all Ginza’s restaurants. Irreproachable organization, ideal
service, attentive staff, individual approach to every client and, of course, splendid and diverse cuisine will make
any celebration unforgivable. The team of high professionals will work up the exclusive scenery for the event;
help to compose the menu which might include courses from European, Italian, Japanese, Russian and eve soviet
time cuisines. We will help you to arrange high society dinner, cocktail parties in a palace or out-of-town residence.
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